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:E X is eirirer (1) a complete, nonmetrizable Moore space or (2) a certain tapolog- 
ically complete nonmetaizable space that is the closed continuous image of separable complete 
metric space, then there exists a space Y with tke same pro\?erties and in which every open set 
contains a copy of _X, and Y satkfies k&e’s category theorem. Then, in the fgrst case, Y i!~ ti\ 
ftrst countable space which ks a o-JIocaUy ftite network but is not the union of countably ma- 
ny closed metrizable subspaccs, and, in the second case, Y is khe closed continuous image uf 2 
met&able space which is not such 21 countable usion. 
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Ilarch, 1970 Emory University Topology Gonferencc J. Nilrgata 
[ 51 asked whether every topologicaI space with a a-local$ aet-,Yo 
(pseudo-basis) is the union of countably many closed metrizable 
spaces, and whether every topologkal space which is the image u 
closed, continuous mapping of a metrizable space is such a countable 
union. e also indicated that the questions would probably be answered 
in the negative. This note provides such negative answers. Even though 
a negative zinswer to the second question is also a negative ans,ver to the 
st, a separate xample is provided here in answer to the first questioni 
The second question of Nagata cannot be resolved in th 
of first countable spaces, since G. first ccuntable space WE 
tinuous image of a mtitrizaioie s ace is itself me 
he original construction of the second 
mplicated and simdar to ww IIQ~~ k f91 1 0~9 -a._ _“I_ *1a L a, . YI 6’U 
my indebtedness to Professor E. ichael for the 
plification of the construction. 
E.xumple 2. Let N denote he set of positive itmtegers. Let 
T= {(n,O)ln~N),R=((n, l/m)lm,lzEN),andlet:;=riU T,with 
the togolqy it inherits from ths uchdean plane. Let ;S”/T denof: the 
ecomyosition space obtained from S by identifying the elements of 7’ 
o a point. IVote that S/T is not metrizable, as it 2% not first countable 
at 7’Z The idea is now to construct a (separable) metric space A’ +.,nd a 
from X onto : space Y, such that Baire’s category theor 
n Y and every open set i contains a copy ofS/T. To this 
some defmite pomt of et S,- = S and R, = R for each 
ch n E N and each x E 
T, Sj = r for i > n + 1 ) . 
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